In his Review of our book Questioning Collapse (Nature 463, 880-881; 2010) , Jared Diamond alleges that it contains factual errors, which he uses to justify his devaluation of our emphasis on human resilience. In doing so, he shores up what we contend are his simplistic theses regarding societal 'collapse'. Given that our book critically examines two of Diamond's works -Guns, Germs, and Steel and Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed -we are surprised that Nature published this review without printing a fuller disclosure of the author's position in relation to our book.
We The point of Questioning Collapse is that everyone didn't "end up dead" in cases of 'collapse', but that many survived and some flourished under changed political and cultural circumstances. The conflation of profound societal change with the notion of biological extinction is a persistent error that runs through much 'collapse' scholarship. We believe that our book presents ample archaeological and historical data that contextualize how societies moved through periods of crisis. Our book is more than a critical evaluation of Diamond's views: it is about how we understand change in the past, how we grapple with the legacy of colonialism and with inequalities in the present, and how we can move forward productively and resiliently into the future. We have no wish to discredit the authorities of our institute, but we are concerned about the way in which they are handling our situation. It is evident that political and legal problems are interrupting our academic development.
The academic authorities at IPICYT have assured us that we would receive their complete support, so that we could continue with our thesis projects and dissertations. Most of our laboratory requirements have been met, and the authorities have agreed that we could choose our own advisers, whether from inside the institute or outsideincluding the Terrones professors.
However, the current legal situation means that, if we did choose Humberto or Mauricio Terrones, they would be unable to supervise or examine us on IPICYT premises. And it is not clear whether the IPICYT authorities would actually recognize academic connections between students and the Terrones professors.
In that case, we would need either to remain at the institute and terminate academic relations with the Terrones, or to continue our research and academic studies elsewhere. Neither option, however, would enable us to complete our thesis projects satisfactorily. This European site has the support of the European parliament and meets the astronomical requirements and logistical services necessary to make the operation cost-effective. For example, the E-ELT will need to use adaptive optics, which require a high-quality atmosphere in which the turbulent layers are as near to the telescope entrance as possible: the ORM's stable and predictable atmosphere makes it the best-quality site under consideration, as well as the most well studied.
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Spain has offered the €300 million (US$400 million) needed to implement the project. Siting the telescope in this European ultra-peripheral region would make it eligible for additional funding for its construction and operation.
At the meeting of the European Conference on Research Infrastructures held last month in Barcelona, it was stressed that all European research-infrastructure projects must minimize and optimize their construction and operational costs. These stipulations could be fulfilled by choosing the ORM option.
Another factor is the high seismicity of the Armazones region, which could affect the E-ELT's huge structure, multiple mirrors, complex instrumentation and adaptive optics. Additional security provisions could double the estimated costs.
European astronomy should not put all its eggs into one shaky basket, when there is an alternative secure site nearer home that offers equally good astronomical conditions.
